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 SUBJECT: Current financial status and issues 

 ___________________________________________ 

 This report presents May 2023 and year-to-date financial metrics. 

 Summary.  Second quarter love offerings so far this  quarter continue to be low vs budget and even  below 2022. 

 Other income is somewhat stronger, making up part of the shortfall. But cash balances  are impacted, as 
 anticipated. Recall that last year cash balances hit their nadir in July. 

 Current Financials: Four metrics.  May financials are  appended. 

   Love offerings. (GOAL: 42K/mo) May:  34K  . YTD: 168K  (vs 210K goal) (197K in 2022).    Other income. (GOAL: 
 7.5K/mo) May  10K.  YTD: 38K (vs 37.5K goal) (includes  total 21K from 10- Year Tenure campaign – which could be 
 classified as Love Offerings) 

   Operating profit/loss. (GOAL: max 5k/mo operating  loss) May:  11K loss.  YTD: 52K loss (vs goal  for  YTD of 
 22K loss)  ;  comparison 2022 ytd loss 59K. 

   Operating C  ash. (Goal: Maintain stable (above 53K)  cash position in operating and two reserve  funds) May: 
 15K  cash used (cumulatively, 31k);  cash balance  59  K  (11K Ministry fund; 8K  operating reserve; 40K 
 capital). The 15K cash use includes movement of the Boeing 9K grant  money into a separate limited use 
 account, so actual cash use is 6K this month. 

 Cash management:  A number of cash moves have been  made this month (June) to assure sufficient  funds in our 

 operating account. Based on anticipated cash needs and market valuations it appears  prudent to exercise the 
 Board’s authority to make a normal annual cash withdrawal from the Mildred  Park Endowment. As reminder, 
 here is the statement from the Investment Policy adopted last year: 

 “The Board is empowered, at its discretion, to use earnings in support of Unity of Fairfax,  so long as 
 the $100,000 balance is maintained. Positive investment earnings will be used  from the endowment 
 to fund the operating budget. As of 2022 ratification of this  document, The Board’s intent is to 
 execute annual withdrawals that are the larger of 10%  of fund assets, or 75% of the prior year’s 
 investment gains.” 

 As of early June the MPE has a balance of $115,000.  MOTION  : The Board approves the 2023 annual 
 withdrawal from the Mildred Park Endowment of $11,500 to be transferred to the unrestricted  operating 
 account.” 

 Recall that the Board also has authority under the investment policy to make extraordinary withdrawals  from the 

 MPE if necessary. 

 Partial Sale Due Diligence and recommendation:  The  draft summary document is being reviewed by  the Board 

 team. Its summary says that the Board has “ concluded that, while feasible, it is neither 
 necessary or desirable to initiate this process now.” We propose to communicate that conclusion to the 
 congregation at our next Community Dialogue. We also did a quick assessment of a potential mortgage  loan 
 re-finance, concluding that it is not prudent to consider such an action at this time. 

 Montessori School  . We have had a conversation with  the Montessori school owner about the timing  and scale of 

 the rent escalation that has been deferred to this point. The school has requested that we  consider further 
 deferring a rent escalation to the beginning of the 24/25 school year, at which point we  would impose a larger 
 catch-up escalation to bring the rent in line with the original schedule. (We need  to confirm and add specifics to 
 this). There are several reasons to approve this arrangement which the  board can discuss (slow ramp-up of school 
 enrollment; upkeep expenditures handled by the school; our  own capacity to manage cash during the interim and 
 have a larger payment when the escalation takes  effect; market dynamics). 



 DRAFT MOTION  : The board approves a deferral of rent escalation terms in the Montessori  School lease 

 agreement to September 2024, at which time the rent escalation will go into effect  at higher rates 
 designed to bring the rental rate up to date with the lease agreement. 










